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I’m Donald Trump, i hope you knew, 
because just groveling before me is the best that you could do 
 
i’m sure you knew, i’m President, 
we can forget the world and all its woes, for me prestige the main event 
 
trumpty dumpty, built some wall, expecting problems then to fall 
when if they don’t, or if they do, i’ll just tell heaps more lies to you …  
if you’re so dumb that you can’t see, my prime concern is me me me 
then everybody sees me shine, cos in my world it’s all sublime …. 
 
covid-19, it’s going away, 
go run outside and skip and jump, so let the children out to play 
 
because i’m dumb, i just don’t know, 
i’m running on reserve, which means it’s all done based upon my own ego 
 
trumpty dumpty lost his brain, so what he says is all the same 
whatever is a guy to do, when all he seems to talk is poo 
Donald T don’t be a jerk, you’re sending everyone berserk 
what we need to all be free is shake you out the white house tree … 
 
dumb dumb dumb, that’s what you are 
yet you still seem to think that you’re a shining star 
 
oh no no no, i’m sure you’re not 
and you keep begging to me please forget me not 
 
there’s no disease, we’re winning through 
this is the crap that he gets paid to keep on spouting off to you 
 
well now i’m done, songs not too long 
if you’ve got any sense at all you know its time that trumpty dumpty’s gone 
 
time to tuck up Donald for the night and let him sleep 
trumpty dumpty little boy has had a busy day 
somewhere in his mind i’m sure reality will take a peak 
until then please understand we’re gonna have to pay 
 
“is there time, for one more term, to let me drive the car 
promise this time i’ll be good, and focus more on you 
then I’ll let you be my friend, and if i can use, you as you are 
know, that i will always love you true.” 
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